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FYI — second item
From: Adams, Thomas C
Sent: Wednesday, November 14, 2012 6:56 PM
To: Mills, Cheryl D
Cc: Danies, Joel D; Smith, Eileen W
Subject: DAR
(SBU) MINUSTAH Problems Grow — A French UNPOL officer alleges that he has been told to desist from investigating

the Civilian head of UN operations in Jeremie, a Canadian, who allegedly has been involved sexually with young Haitian
boys for the year and a half he has been in this job. The French officer has said he will continue the investigation on his
own and go to the press with the story if forced to stop. He claims he was told to stop because "this was not his
responsibility." Meanwhile word is spreading of the allegations against the Uruguayans and others crossing into the DR
at Ounaminthe and allegedly having sex with underage girls, including underage Haitians. USUN has forcefully requested
senior UN officials to promptly launch full investigations into these matters. When this hits the press, it will be ugly.
Iranian Assistance to Haiti — John Sambrailo, the Executive Director of the Pan American Development Foundation, has

been approached by a group of U.S. universities that are interested in expanding their involvement in Haiti to improve
rural health conditions with funding provided by the Shiraz University of Medical Sciences in Tehran and the Iranian
Government. Funding might total as much as $66 million over three years. The Iran Desk's initial response is that the
issue is complicated, but because the Government of Iran is involved, a license from OFAC might be required.
The Iran sanctions officers will get back to us with a
definitive opinion on this.
Other USG Visitors to Haiti when You are There — In addition to Melanne Verveer, Assistant Secretary for Democracy,

Rights and Labor Michael Posner is scheduled to be in Haiti on Monday, November 26.
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